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To: Distribution 
From: P. Wegner and M. Feit 
Subject: Observation of spectral broadening in a commercial modelocked and Q-switched 

NdYLF oscillator- Wegner's Demon (see Figure) 

Summary 

We have observed spectral broadening in the pulsed output of a Quantronix model 4217 mod- 
elocked and Q-switched NdYLF oscillator. When Q-switched, the 76-IvlHz oscillator produces a 
nearly gaussian train of pulses with a total energy of 3 mJ and a duration of -300 ns. Between Q- 
switch cycles the CW-pumped oscilllftot lases at a low level to enable a circulating modelocked pulse 
to reach steady-state transform-limited conditions. With a 1-mm intracavity etalon the steady-state 
modelockedpulsewidth is 150 ps and the oscillating bandwidth is 3 GHz Measurements show that at 
the peak of the Q-switched train the modelocked pulse bandwidth is broadened to 11 GHz 

the 3.8- long acousto-optic quartz moddato~~. SPM has been rezognized as a potential problem in 
this type of osciu8toT however we did not expect to find it in a Commercial product and its occulltlce 

We attribute the altered spectnun to self-phase modulLltion (SPM) of the circulatln gpalsein 

in the modulators rather than the rod was a 
surprise. Analysis of the cavity mode has detex- 
mined that the spot size is small at the ends of 

. 'thecavitywhtrcthemodulatorsartlocated.The 
peak intensities achieved at these locations dur- 
ing Q-switching are estimated to exceed 4 
GW/cm2and the peakroundtrip B-integral is es- 
timated at e.75 radians. A large mode volume in 
the rodcoupled with axelatively smallnonlinear 
coefficient makes intensity-dependent phase 
shifts there negligible by comparison. 

Since the effects of SPM in this type of 
oscillator arc not well-documentcd we devel- 
oped a numerical model and used it to examine 
the spectd evolution of the cinculabn gmode 
locked pulse after Q-switching (see pigure 1). 
The model incorporates a rod with gain, two 
passive quartz blocks with nonlinear refractive 
index for simulating nonlinear propagation in 
the modulators, a time-dependent shutter to sim- 
ulate the active modelocker, an etalon, and 
distributed Fresnel losses. The spectra that we 
calculate are in good agreement with that ob- 
served, confirming the source of the broadening. 
The oscillator has been redesigned to increase 
the mode size in the modulators and eliminate 
the SPM. 
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Figme 1. Calculation showing how the spectrum of 
the circulating modelocked pulse in the o d l a m r  
evolves aftex the cavity is Q-switched. Maximum 
energy occurs on the 53d roundtrip. 
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The OscilIator 

The essential features of the 4217 osciuatOr are summaflzed in Figure 2, which shows the 
arrangement of the components, the mode geometry and the temporal shape of the pulsed output. The 
active elements in this oscillator are a CW-pumped 4-mm x 10.4-cm N&YLF rod positioned roughly 
mid-cavity, an acousto-optic quartz modelocker situated adjacent to the output coupler, and 
acousto-optic quartz Q-switch located near the rear mirror. Operated CW modelocked at a pump 
power of 4.6 kW the  ato or produces 1.053-pm pulses of < 70 ps duration at a repetition rate of 75.8 
MHZ and an average power of 14 W. When Q-switched the output consists of 3-mJ bursts of amplified 
modelocked pulses with the time histmy shown in the Figure. 

The pciples governing actively modelocked and Q-switched (MIQS) solid-state lasers are 
well hown Briefly, to achieve a stable output of amplified short pulses the oscillator must be pxe- 
lased, meaning that the Q-switch loss is djusted to allow the cavity to lase slightly and establish a 
welldelelocked pulse prior to Q-switching. The Q-switch loss dominates the cavity loss during this 
period and as a d t  determines the level of unsaturated gain seen by the cit.culatm gpulsewhenthe 
cavity is Q-switched. The amplitude and duration of the resulting train of pulses leaked through the 
output coupler are therefor highly dependent on the amount of RF power d e l i v d  to the Q-switch. 
The pulse train shown in the Figme was produced with an RF power of 3.5 W. The full-width-at- 
half-maximum (FWHM) duration of the train is 310 ns and the total energy is 3.1 mJ. The energy in 
a modelocked pulse at the peak of the train is 120 pJ. With a 250-pm etalon installed in the cavity the 
FWHM modelocked pulsewidth is 90 ps. For the measurements discussed in the next section, a 1-mm 
etalon was used to reduce theoscillating bandwidth to 3 GHz and increase the modelock$ pulsewidth 
to 150ps. 

The cavity design employs a convex output coupler (20%. -120 cm), a concave high reflector 
(+2W cm), a spherical lens (+50 cm) and a cylindrical lens (+135 cm) in a geometry based on that first 
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proposed for CW modelocked N&YLF oscillators by Vanherzeele? The resulting TE% mode has a 
large spot size in the rod that is dynamically stable relative to fluctuations in t h d  lensin? and a 
small spot size at the mirrors which makes the cavity “Zone I” mechanically stable in the sense de- 
scribed by Mae4.  The mode has a waist conveniently located outside the cavity - 1 k m  downstream 
of the output coupler. 

The exact dimensions of the mode inside the cavity was not known until the spectral mea- 
surements led to a complete investigation of the cavity design. Complicating the investigation was the 
unknown magnitude of the& lensin in the rod, which typically varies from rod to rod and with 
pump power and which is anamorphic (thus the need far the cylinder lens). To determine the actual 
mode depicted in Figm 2 it was first necessary to measure the beam size at s e v d  planes outside the 
oscill8toT- h n t  and back- and extrapolate it to the two mirrors. Then mating the rod as a thin lens4 
and using mtasured component spacings, the self consistent mode for the oscillator was calculated for 
a range of rod focal lengths to find a solution which matchd the boundary conditions. This methd 
detemincd therod fd lagths  to be +700 cmin the vedcal axis (I tocrystal z axis) and -350 cmin 
the horiznneal axis, which is in the range of values quoted by Quantronix. The calculated mode is 
radially symmetric in the rod and at the output coupler with spot sizes (I/e electric-field radius) of 900 
and 325 pm mqectively. Th;e modc size at the rear minw is slightly elliptical with an average spot 
sizeof2oopm. 

. The small mode sizc at the mirrors is a problem far M L Q S  operation since it mults in high 
peakintensities inside the acousmoptic modulams. The modelockermust be positioned near anrimrr 
tamaJdmizemadc~~g,~andbothmodnlatorshavewadgedsabsaateswhich~thebeamoutof 
the cavity unless positioned close enough to the mimm. Therefar the high intensities in the& devices 
cannot be alleviated by moving them to new locations. 

B 

Spectral Measurements. 

Ria to measurement, the pulse train from the osciu8tof was amplified by a factor of ten in a 
single pass N & W  rod. The amplification causes only slight modification to the temporal pmfile of 
the train and the peak intensities remain well below 1 GW/m2 so that nonlinear propagation effects 
rn not an issue. The amplified train was passed &mu& aPockel’s cell gate to select single pulses for 
~ ~ B y v a r y i n g t h e t i m i n e o f t h e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , p u l s e s c o u l d b e ~ ~ f r o m d i f f e r e n t  
positions in the train to enable sampling the circulating cavity pulse at diffkmnt stages of evolution in 
the Qswitch cycle. 

S e l d  spectra obtained at Progressively later sampling timesin the MLQS train arc orga- 
nized top to bottom in Figm 3(a). The mc8smwlktllts w& made with aFabry Pemt in&- 
(FPI). The FPI was outfitted with a set of plan0 mimrs having matched figma of- ahd reflcc- 
tivities of S896 yielding a Finesse on the d e r  of 75. The mimrrS were configured parallel and spaced 
5-mmapaxtfarafree spectral range (FSR) of 3OGHz. The sampledpulsewas expanded to a spot size 
of 3.5 mm and directed to a dif€user placed near the focal point of a lO-cm lens situated in h n t  of the 
FPI plates. The lens is not essential to the operation of the FPI but improves light collection and 
uniformity of illumination at the detector. The scamred radiation that passed through the FPI plates 
was collected by a 15-cm focal length lens and focused onto a CCD camera. The vid6 6 i g e  of the 
resulting ring pattern was digitized by a frame grabber and processed using software written in IDL. 
More details concerning the FPI configuration, resolution, and intexptation of the data axe discussed 
in Appendix L 
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Figure 3. (a) Fabry Pmt  data for pulses sampled at various positions (ha) in the W S  Vain 
SamplingtimesTaremlativetothepeakof tbtraiu.(b)Numeaicalsimulations(seetext). 
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The data in Figure 3(a) corresponds to 
single-puke measurements with the exception of 
the top plot, which is a measure of the initial os- 
cillating bandwidth prior to Q-switching. This 
data was obtained by integrating the non- 
amplified prelase signal over a 60-Hz camera 
w e .  The remaining data was obtained from 
single pulses sliced from the leading and trailing 
edges of the train at locations cOrreSpOnding to 
-1/2 amplitude (-140 ns), -3/4 amplitude (f70 
ns), -7/8 amplitude (*40 ns) and at the peak. 
The measurements show that the spectrum of the 
circulating pulse which is initially gaussian with 
a bandwidth of 3 GHz is noticeably bmadened 
by the timeitreaches thehalf-amplitude point on 
the leading edge of the train. At the peak of the 
train the spectrum has attained a two-lobed 
shapeand broadened to 11 GHz On the trailing 
edge of the train the spectrum continues to 
evolve, acquiring more lobes and bmadening un- 
til it eventuaIly exceeds the 3MHz FSR of the 

. 

- interferometer. . 
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Figm4. Calculated energy and bandwidth of the Circu- 
lating modeJockcd pnlsc as a function of the namberof 
nnnadtrips~tbecavitysinccQ-switching,Thecit- 
des indicate the mumitrip and bandwidth of the calm- 
latadspecha shown m Figure 3@). 

Analysis 

The shape of the evolving spectnun is c h m  'c of that for a self-phase modulated gaus- 
sian pulse at increasing stages of chirp6.. Such a pulse has the form 

where Bo is the intensitydependent phase shift at the peak of the pulse in radians. For large Bo the 
frtqucncy spechum becomes moddawl with a number of peaks mughly equal to B&- a fact which 
is not obvious but which can be v&ed numerically by Fourier transfoming the field and taking the 
squareof the modulus. On this basis the data appea~~ toindicate 811 accumulatedB of -rr;radians at the 
3/4amplitude@t in the train and -21c radiansat the peak The corresponding AB of R; radians over 
approximately five mundtrips is consistent with our estimate of .75 radians for the peak roundtrip 
B-integral, based on a peak circulating energy of 600 pJ and average spot sizes of 255 and 340 pm in 
the 3.8- long quartz modulaton. 

To investigate this further we developed a computer model to simulate the evolution of the 
circulating modelocked pulse in two dimensions (z and t) after the cavity is Q-switched and used it to 
calculate the frequency spechum pass by pass. The model, discussed in detail in Appendix II, contains 
a mi with saturable gain, two passive quartz blocks with a Kerr nonlinearity for simulating propaga- 
tion in the modulators, a timedependent shutter to simulate the active modelocker, an etalon, and 
distributed Fresnel losses. The results of the calculations rn summarrzed inFigures 1 and4. 

Figure 4 shows the modelocked pulse energy and FWHM bandwidth plotted continuously 
5 



versus the number of roundtrips since Q-switching. The pulse achieves a maximum energy of 600 pJ 
after -53 roundtrips (1323 11s per mundtxip) with a bandwidth of 15 GHZ. The maximum bandwidth 
achieved in the calculation is 30 GHz. Note that the energies in Figure 4 are internal and that the peak 
pulse energy, as well as the energy and duration of the train are consistent with the oscillator pulse of 
Figure 2. 

The shape of the spectnrm evolves as shown in Figure 1 which plots contom of spectral 
intensity as a function of frequency and mundtrips since Q-switching. Maximum spectral brightness 
occurs -10 roundtrips before the peak of the train at roughly the lhmplitude point At the peak of 
the train the spectrum is clearly split into two lobes in agreement with ObservatiOnS. Subsequent evo- 
lution leads to hee-lobed and four-lobed structure before the Q-switched gain is depleted and the 
oscillator drops below threshold. 

The dculations and data are compared side by side in Figure 3. Essential features in the data 
8 ~ c  reproduoed quite well in the model with the exception of the initial dip in the spectrum which 
appears narrower in the data. The calculations chosen for the Figure were those that most closely 
matched the data and do not in all cases comspond to roundtrips matching the quoted sampling times. 
Far example, e spectnrm and bandwidth observed at the peak of the train (T= 0) was best matched 
by the spectmm calculated far pass 51. The two-mundtrip discrepancy is not umeasonable because the 
sampling time of the measurement mlative to the peak i s  uncertain to within 32 mundtrips which 
reprcswts the observed jitter in the Q-switch envelope. In all cases the calculations come h m  round- 
txips within d2 roundtrips of the quoted sampling time, the exact locations indicated by the circles in 
Kgure 4. 

Conclusion 

We have observed significant specaal broadening in the pulsed output of a commercial mod- 
elocked and @switched N&YW oscillator. We identified the source to be self-phase modulation in 
the acousto+ptic modulators and have modeled the cavity dynamics in sSicient detail to reproduce 
the observed spectm. 

This oscillator is usually run with a thinneretalon to produce pulse lengths of < 100 ps in which 
casethtpeakpowerisincreasad-1Jxandtheself-phasemodulationbecomesmuchworscthanthat 
rcportcd here. Asdiscusstd, themoddams areconstrained toreside near the end mimrrS andcannot 
simply be moved, so the fix involves a total redesign of the cavity mode. This has been done and the 
necesary parts m on order. 

The new cavity design incorpurates a planar output coupler and a convex high reflector with a 
3-meter d u s  of cmmture. The spot size of the new mode at the mimom is 600 p and. 1200 pm 
which reduces the intensity in the modelocker and Q-switch by factors of - 3 and 20 respectively. The 
large mode size at the mimom causes the resonator to reside in "Zone II" as defined by htagni4 so it 
will not be as mechanically stable as the curzent oscillator. This appears to be unavoidable. The posi- 
tion of the rod in the cavity has been chosen so that the mode size in the rod is dynamically stable 
dative to fluctuations in thenmil lensing which guarantees that slight fluctuations in lamp current 
aren't d a t e d  into large fluctuations in laser output power. The stationary position has been calcu- 
lated for a rod focal length of +700 cm, but the exact position will ultimately be det.&m&ed as that 
which produces the minimum measured power fluctuation. The resulting mode size in the rod may be 
slightly smaller than that in the current oscillator, reducing the output power by as much as 10% but 
this is a consequence of optimizing the design for a rear mirror with standard radius of curvature. The 
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mode waist at the output coupler is not dynamically stable which is a concern since the waist is relayed 
to system components and an experiment where fluctuations or changes in its size are not desirable. 
The focal length of the rod scales roughly with lamp current as I 3‘2 With I typically varied from 30 to 
35 amps so the maximum variation in the rod focal length is expected to be on the order of *lo%. In 
the vertical axis comsponding to the axis of positive power in the rod the dependence of waist size on 
lensing is predicted to be Smau. i28 change over the quoted range, For the horizMltal axis, a 3-meter 
cylinder lens must be used to achieve stability about a th& l&g value of -300 cm. The rod and 
cylinder lens form a weak telephoto with the result that the dependence of waist size on focal lcngtki 
wiU be larger in this axis: -17% change over the quoted range. The cmmt  oscillator has similar 
sensitivity. 

We wish to thank Frank Pattuson, David Milam, Jim Murray and Howard Powell for s e v d  
helpful discussioas on this subject. Specid thanks to David EimerI far coming up with the title “Weg- 
ner’s Demon”. 
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Appendix I: Fabry Perot Interferometer 

The FPI was originally configured for measuring narrow linewidths in the range of 3 to 10 
GHz The transmission of this device depends strongly on angle and frequency in a nonlinear way so 
it is not par&icularly suited for characterking complicated spectra. However bandwidths can readily be 
determined from the transmitted ring pattern using the relation (small angles) 

Here Av is the FWHM of the power spectrum and the angles 813 delimit the FWHM of the transmis- 
sion peak. The effective focal length of the collecting lens isfso if tis the radius at the CCD chip as 
measured fiom the digitized image then 9 is just arctan(ry). Thus accmte measurement of bandwidth 
depends on accurate measurement of radii at the CCD, and knowledge off. Accuracy of the bandwidth 
calculation can be v m e d  if there are sevcralrings in the image on which it can berepeatcd. 

TheresolutionWithwhicht.canbemeasuredislimitedbythe25-~piXels~oftheccDand 
the difiiaction limited spot size of the collecting lens. The F-number of the lens was fixed at ten to 
produce a dEfhction limited spot size of 1.1 pixels at 1.053 p. The lowest acceptable limit for 
Ar =-re1  given a linewidth of 5 GHz was set at three pixels and the number of rings inside the 

7x10-mm apemm ofthe chip that is accesxd by the fhne grabk was set at three to four. Since 
A6 E &-01 is inversely proportional to sin9 it is advantageous to genemte the four transnrissl *on max- 
ima at fairly small angles and qmad them out over the chip with a lens of suitable focal length. 
merefma md0f30 GHZ w8s chosen toprodu~e four ringsinside 811 =@e o f n  mai and a 1% 

:lens used to focus the rings on the chip within a radius of 4 mm. An IDL code was written which 
determines the center of the ring pattern by interactiVt selection of t h e  points on any given ring, 
performs a radial average of the image, locates the peaks of the rings and determines the linewidth. 
Partial rings in the comers of the image rn also analyzed. Using this method, linewidths with values 
withinf 5% are obtained fiom as -y as fourrings. 

A final comment concerns the effective focal length of the collecting lens. In practice the lens 
is positioned to.achieve the sharpest image on the CCD and the focal length is not well known. For this 

, application a plano-convex lens with known radius of curvam and center thickness was used. These 
paramem were used in a simple thick-lens ray-trace code written in IDL to deteImine the location of 
the best image plane far the angular ranges c o n s i a  above. The position of this plane was then 
verified by direct measuxument.’I%e d e  calculates the transverse position of the focas for a given 
angle of incidence which deteamines the eff’tive focal length. 

1 

Appendix Ik Numerical Model 

Referring to Figure 2, we wish to follow an initially steady-state modelocked pulse around the 
cavity starting at the point in time when the power to the Q-switch is turned off. Suitable initial con- 
ditions me a well-formed 150-ps gaussian pulse arbitrarily situated at the output coupler and a 
uniformly pumped rod with a small signal gain to be determined. Starting at the output coupler the 
pulse first passes through the modelocker where it is modulated in amplitude and undergoes self phase 
modulation, then the rod where it is amplified, and on through the lenses, etalon and Q-switch before 
being reflected by the rem high reflector and passed back through the components in reverse order to 
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output coupler. The process is repeated until the gain in the rod is depleted. 
In the simplest description of this process we neglect both the spatial dependence of the field 

as well as second-order time effects. The first appximation is moderately justified by the fact that the 
size of the cavity mode d& not vary significantly over the length of the individual components. The 
second is based on initial analysis which showed group velocity dispersion to have little effect on the 
propagation of the pulse through the 30 mew or so of mBteTi81 traversed in the calculation. The 
d u c e d  problem involves moving a plane-wave appximation of the field with appropriate scaling 
from component to component around the cavity. The field is defhed as usual in terms of a slowly- 
varying cumplex amplitude A 

- 

E(x,t) = ~A(z,t)ei(~'*Ot) + c.c, IC0 = - W O  . 
C 

Mer transfdg to a local b e  ooordjnatt Z= W v g  the evolution of the complex field amplitude is 
!racked through the various components as described below. To move between components the am- 
plitude is multiplied by the d e  factor 

s = 2% q l  -'%)(l- Rf) 
wf \I nf 

wherenlfis thercfrcbctve index, wuis the spot sine a n d R ~ i s  theFrcsncl loss in the initial and final 

ThespotsizeSintheQ-switch,~1~~and~asdetaminedfurompigUre2are255nm,340pm 
, . kid 900 pm. The reflectivity of all surfaces in the cavity is estimated at 0.25% except for the output 

coupler and high reflector which are assigned values of 8096 and 99.5% mpectively. 
In the modelocker there is both timevarying tiansrmssl 'on and nonlinear refractve index to 

consider. The modulating property of thedevice is simulatedwith athedependent shutter positioned 
in the vicinity ofthe substrate. The shutter has the following ampfitndetransmission function7 

The.valae d i n  the COdcf~thCrcfrorctivC indcxof both fused silica and 1.45. 

where parmc&n appmpriatc for the Quantmnjx M o c k e r  are a modulation frequency v, of 37.8 
MHz, and a IllodalELtioIl depth of -05. In rcaIity, the role of ampIitude modulation in the model is 
not that critical. The modclocker does most of its workduring the plase period so that by the time 
thecavityisQ-switchedthecimlatm g pulse is well fbmai and arrives at the modeldmr aftes each 
roandtripcoincident in time with the peakofthe trahsmtssl 'on function. compared to the short dura- 
tion of the pulse the transrmssl * *on fanction is very broad, Gxobeaing 98.5% fix over 3 ns and so has 
only a minor effect on the shape of the pulse during the 70 or so roundtrips of the Q-switch cycle. 
Simulations with and without the shutter show it may be omitted without affecting the result. 

To Simulate the nonlinear propagation in the modelocker and the Q-switch the model incor- 
porates two 3.85-m long passive blocks of fused silica with an intensity-dependent rehctive index. 
With the approximations discussed previously, the field amplitude can be shown to evolve in the 
blocks according to -- P 
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where y = 2.75~10" cm2/GW is the nonlinear coefficient of the material. Numerically the blocks are 
divided into several increments dz, and the field assigned a phase shift after each step of 

The number of hmments is chosen to keep the incremental phase shift small and a choice of two to 
four steps far these calculations resulted in peak phase shifts of less than .1 ndiandstep. 

The propagation of the pulse thmugh the laser rod is described using the Frantz-Nodvik solu- 
tions applicable to saturable, homogeneously broadened gain media* 

These quatiom am solved for each pass through the rod Zo is the pulse intensity at the md input, 4~ 
is the zdepcndent population i n d o n  density in the rod before and after each pass, Q is the stimu- 
htdanission cross section ( l a ~ l O - * ~  cm3 andLis the length of the rod (10.4 cm). At the start of the 
simnlatian, 4 is assumed to be uniform tbroughout the rod with some steady-state value dttmnintd 

e *by the Q-switch loss. For each pass of the pulse through the md, the final zdependent population 
inversion density &is calcdated, rotated in z, and stored for use as the initial invenion density 4 on 
the next pass. Implicit in this method is the assumption that the pumping ra& is slow and does not 
Contfibute significantly to the inversion density dming the sub-microsecond duration of the Q-switch 
cycle. The assumption is reasonable since the pumping times a~ mort on the order of 600 ps which is 
the time observtd far the OsCillatoT to reachieve threshold once the gain is depleted by Q-switching. 
To adequately evaluate the integrals inside the exponenW the inversion density is specified at 512 
points along the md. The appropriatt initial value was determheci q b i c a l l y  to achieve an output 
pulse Erain of the correct energy and d d o n .  The optimum value amesponds to an initial small 

The final component to consider is the etaloa It has the following complex fkequency- 
signal gain of .a cm-l. 

depdenttransmrs sion 

1--R 6(w) 2nd 
Te = 1 - &-is(u) ' 

where R is the reflectivity (.035), d the thickness (.l cm) and n the refractive index (1.45). This trans- 
mission function is applied to the Fourier transform of the field amplitude A. Note then that the 
variable o here represents a frequency shift relative to the carrier frequency @about which the trans- 
mission peak of the etalon is assumed to be centered. Before applying this transmission function the 
phase is first extracted and modified numerically to remove the linear frequency component. This 
eliminates an annoying time shift of the pulse that normally occurs as a result of finite transit time 
across the etalon. The phase shift calculated for the etalon is shown before and after modification in 
Figure 5. 
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The initial gaussian pulse amplitude 
A(O,T) is constructed on a 1024-pt grid. A peak 
electric-field amplitude of 2.6~10~ V/cm and a 
l/e halfwidth of 127 ps were chosen to corre- 
spond to a steady state circulating prehse pulse 
with a FWHM AT of 150 ps and an energy of 250 
nJ in a spotsize of 340 pm. Fast Fourier trans- 
fanas are used to extract the pulse spectra after 
each mundtrip of the cavity (as well as for prop- 
agation through the etalon) so the width of the 
grid zs is chosen so that the initial pulse is E- 
solved equally in both time and fkquency. The 
requirement 

wheae % i s  the number of grid points results in a 
grid width of 72 ns and a ternparamsolution of 
7.1 ps. The oanesponding grid in the freqncncy 
domain spans 140 GHz and has a resolution of 
135 MHz. 

-50 -25 0 25 50 
u (GHZ) 
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